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The Western Amazonia is characterized by the presence of different vegetals that properly elaborated can produce hallucinogenous effects on individuals who ingest them. In
the Southern portion of this wide region live the Mashco': two of the tribes groups factions, Huachipaire and Zapiteri, use the xayapa, a shrub, to prepare a dense liquid, the
hallucinatorious effects of which are intentionally searched with various purposes. Mascho
practices of coca chewing and tobacco dust inhalation are quoted in the bibliography on
the group'; not so the use of xaydpa, to which we will dedicate this article. The wordxayapa is incorporated to the spoken language of the Mashco, particularly of the Huachipaire
and Zapiteri; we have not found it quoted in any vocabulary of the native language, and
no vulgar local name of it came to our knowledge. It only appears, with such phonetic
transcription and attributable to a generalized language, in BAER and SNELL (1974).3
The revision \of the flora elaborated for the Cuzco Department, mainly the one of. HERRERA (1933-1940), do not mention this shrub. Various difficulties there had to be saved
before giving the description we offer. After the prolonged stay in the Keros River (Cuzco
Department, Peru) where the original data were obtained, we had to resort to several specialists and make various consultations, before obtaining a coherent view. We principally
thank Dr. RICHARD E. SCHULTES, Director of the Botanical Museum (Harvard University) who gave us a clear orientation. We are also grateful to the Pharmacological Studies and Natural Principles Center (Centro de Estudios Farmacol6gicos y Principios Naturales CEFAPRIN) depending of the Scientific and Technical Research National Council
(Consejo Nacional.de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas CONICET); Botanic Professorship of the Agronomy Faculty of the Buenos Aires University, the Organic Chemical
Department of the Exact and Natural Sciences Faculty of the same university. Lastly, we
thank the Neurobiology Institute (CONICET) for the graphic material which illustrates
') The Mashco lived in the region comprised between 110 35' and 13040' of south latitude, and 710 35' and
69 23' west longitude; hydrographically, this region can be considered as the basin of the river Alto Madre de Dios,
in the departments of Cuzco and Madre de Dios. The Mashco tribe was traditionally divided into different groups, of
which these survive members of the Amaracaire, Huachipaire and Zapiteri. Although in the first studies the Mashco
language was considered as forming part of the Arawak group, recent investigations have preferred to consider it an
independent linguistic group known as Har6kmbet(WISE, 1975). The name of the language was also modified; LYON
(1976) includes in the term Hate the dialects of the different Mashco groups.
') Specific articles: CALIFANO and FERNANDEZ DISTEL (1977 and 1978); brief quotations: ALVAREZ
(1940), CORNEJO BOURONCLE (1943), FEJOS (1941), HOLZMAN (1952), LYON (1962) and MARTIN (1946).
') "Above all ayahuasca, i.e., Banisteriopsis, which the Matsigenka call kamarampi, also saaro or
hayapa/jayapa (Datura)" (BAER and SNELL, 1974:66).
0

(0) We want to acknowledge Dra. Elsa Zardini, a member of the Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas (CONICEn, from the Universidad de La Plata, for advice concerning the botanical aspects of our
subject. We acknowledge also, Lie. Eduardo Crivelli, from the INSTITUTO DE CIENCIAS ANTROPOLOGI·
CAS, Universidad de Buenos Aires. who collaborated in the translation of this article.
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this article. The travels to the Madre de Dios region took place between the years 1961 and
1974, time during which the practice was still performed. Samples obtained from the shrub
stem were brought from Peru and actually prosper in the Argentine Republic (San Salvador de Jujuy and in Botanical Garden of the University of Buenos Aires Agronomy Faculty).
I. Botanical and Cultivation Aspects

The vegetal we are dealing with has been registered for the first time in the Huachipaire village of Keros River, on the left margin of this river, to an approximate height of 700
meters over the sea level. The place belongs to the region broadly referred to as
"montana" by Peruvianists, and is equivalent to the eastern slopes of the Central Andes.
Gentle hills are a feature of the landscape, the rivers are torrential and run in gravel beds,
summer and winter are only distinguished by the rarefaction of rains in the first (MayNovember) and a pluviometric increment in the second. So in the months of November to
April the xaydpa can be seen with its flowers, which will not disappear until JanuaryFebruary, both sunny and rainy months. As frost is unknown in the region, the plant
grows continuously and reaches great dimensions, (a man can walk under the canopy formed by the foliage).
Natives cultivate the xaydpa planting in the soil a medium size segment of the stem,
but such vegetal reposition only occur in case of a shift of residence. As the Huachipaire
and Zapiteri (only Mashco groups who know the vegetal) are semisedentary horticulturists
of the tropical forest, there are no problems. The xaydpa is placed at the back of the great
communal house, together with the coca (Eritroxylon coca) and some other vegetals as the
peppers (Capsicum spp.). The beautiful pendulous white flowers, of strong aroma in the
evening, do not fructify, so the utilization of the seeds is left aside. As distinguished from
the coca, in whose cultivation and maintenance every woman of the family takes part, the
xaydpa is a masculine affair, concerning those of age and knowledge. It is also their responsiblity the maintenance of the xaydpa orchard which will benefit to all the natives, un-

2. Blooming xayapa (Brugmancia x insignisj (Photo A. FERNANDEZ DISTEL)
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like the horticultural cultivations (tamba) of which there is one for each one of the families
living in the great communal house. Xaydpa reproduces and grows easily, so that no labour or melioration of the soil is needed. There is no fixed time for the cutting of a certain
quantity of branches that will form the hallucigenous dose for one or more individuals.
The cutting is done with an iron machete, a tool known to the Mashco since a long time
ago (CALIFANO, 1978 a). No prohibitions relating to the standing vegetal exist. The botanical classification of the xayapa in the family of the Solanaceae and the Brugmansia genus was done after its flowers, samples of which can 'be consulted in the Botanical Museum, Harvard University, and in the Center of Natural Principles and Pharmacological
Studies of the Argentine Republic. Dr. R.E. SCHULTES informed us that the said vegetal
is Brugmansia x insignis (Barb. - Rodr.) Lockwood, and this concept was frequently confounded with B. suaveolens (Datura suaveolens Humb. et Bonpl. ex Willd.) Bercht. et
Presl. The name Brugmansia (not long ago considered as subgenus of Datura) is at the present time employed to designate a wide range of Andean tree species of Datura which, have
a well known hallucigenous activity. The vegetal behaves very differently when it grows
out of his Equatorial habitat: in northern Argentina it blooms, but is annihilated by the
frost. In Buenos Aires city it attains a height of no more than 50 em, and it does not flower. This is a,curious observation, because in every Argentine garden prosper the jloripondios, a term vulgarly applied to various Brugmansia trees.
II. Chemical Components: Active Principles
. The fact that the xayapa belongs to the Solanacea family gives the first idea of being a
toxic agent; even more so its adscription to the Brugmansia genus (formerly a subgenus of
Datura), rich in hallucinogenous principles.Tn the important work Blakeslee - The Genus
Datura, a chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the active chemical components generally
present in the genus, and particularly in its various species. To this moment it has been
possible to confirm that the three only alkaloids of Datura to be used in medicine are atropine, hyoscyamine and hyoscine, the most abundant being the second. The third one is al-
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4. A viewof the villageof Keros (Cuzco department, Peru) in 1961
(Photo M. CALIFANO)

5. The Huachipaire Natashigembtie, who administered the xaydpa (Photo M. CALIFANO)
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so called scopolamine. The three named alkaloids are tropane or what is the same, they are
tropany alkaloids. The distinction among them is irregular according to the species.
Though the alkaloids of xayapa have not been yet isolated, we approximate to its chemical
phase comparing it with Brugmansia suaveolens, the study of which is completed and published (SIMOES, 1951). According to the work, the most remarkable alkaloidical component of this Brugmansia is the hyoscyamine. The study was done on the adult vegetal leaves, and the alkaloid percentage proved to be slightly higher or lower according to the time
of the year (0,16 to 0,09070).
With this we enter in the theme of the alkaloids biogenesis in the several varieties of
Datura. The alkaloid can be produced and located in the roots, in the stem or in the leaves.
As we have seen in the case of B. suaveolens, it occurs in the leaves. The xayapa which was
investigated by Dr. A.L. BURKART, (graduated in the cathedra or Organic Chemistry of
the Natural and Exact Sciences Faculty of the Buenos Aires University) went through an
alkaloid specific reaction (Draggendorf Reaction). It resulted that its leaves as well as its
bark gave "intense positive".
Regarding the pharmacology of the referred alkaloids, we can summarize saying that
they are mydriatic alkaloids, this is, that they cause pupil dilation or mydriasis. Also it causes paralysis of the accommodation muscles (cycloplegia). The atropine and hyoscine have
also effect on the central nervous system: the first induces stimulation while the second is a
depressive. Among the medicinal uses in small doses and with diverse components, we can
mention: antidote against insecticides, against seasickness, antiallergic and others. To
point out how potent the mydriatic effect of Datura is, we will mention that just handling
the plant and subsequently rubbing the hands over the eyes causes strong irritation.
What we have said falls within employment of a reduced dose. What the natives do,
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and will be related afterwards, is a true and strong intoxication, and very little has been
written about the subject.
III. Preparation and administration of the hallucinogenous drink

Portions of approximately 70 em long and variable thickness are cut from the tree and
carried to a cabin located preferably away from the village, in an internal, little transited
zone". It is a sine qua non condition that the cabin must be near a non caudalous stream.
Natives resort to this place when someone wishes to drink the xayapa.
There is a fireside where the decoction of the xayapa bark is done. The bark is carefully removed from the stem, which is laid aside. The bark is crumbled and submerged into a
pottery vessel of medium size with abundant water. The tending of the fire goes parallel to
the concentration of the beverage, which in a few hours acquires sufficient hallucinogenous power. All this process is performed by certain persons, generally adults (regardless
of sex) who know the traditions of the group. On the other hand, it is this same person who
assists the intoxicated one during the long hours during which the effect of the drink lasts.
This does not mean that other members of the group, men and relatives of the subject, are
not present. They will collaborate in the control and in the recording of the discursive manifestations and the behaviour of the hallucinated person. Preferably the decoction is done
at middle afternoon so at night the drink will be cold and ready to be administered. The
subject goes spontaneously towards the mencioned cabin, either before or when he considers the beverage is ready. The Huachipaire ritual ingestion Ofxaydpa requires certain observations:

-

it must be night
the subject lies uncovered, under the nocturnal sky; with the arms opened, either on
the floor or on a platform
the liquid must be drunk just approaching the lips to the vessel without touching it
the people who take care of the subject must neither talk nor answer to his intention of
talking
when the sun rises the subject must be plunged into the water completely naked, to eliminate the last effects of xaydpa

IV. The Mythical Aspects
Huachipaire mythical consideration of the origin of the xaydpa simply states: "that he
is a man who approached to the farm and announced that he came to stay as remedy. Afterwards, he changed into a plant'S The remarkable attributes of this figure are: lack of a
former name different from the one of the vegetal; self decision of submitting, and defined
masculine sex. The Huachipaire received in this mythical circumstance and from that personage, indications on the curative applications of the xayapa and other specific commissions, on the ellaboration of the hallucinogenous drink, on the way to drink it and finally
on its power. So, for the Huachipaire, the preparation of the xayapa must be done in a new
pottery vessel, because in the ones used for the daily meals vegetables, animals of the forest
.) It must not be intended that in the past the Huachipaire had built a special, ad hoc hut to drink the infusion, as
is the practice among other groups of Western Amazonia; as, for example, the Secoya (Tucano) of the Equatorian forest. The Huachipaire perform their xaydpa practices in seclusion and far from the village in order to avoid the admonitions of the missionaries. In the past, the practice took place in the great communal house.
') By no means it must be understood that the old and obscure male character who transforms itself into the
xayapa plant is a "demadeity" as defined by JENSEN (1966: 110), The Mashco theme of the man metamorphosed into
thexayapa plant has none of the specific features of the Marindanim dema. Thisclarification has been considered necessary, since it is tempting In Ethnology to assimilate every transformation to those of the Marindanim myths, On the
other hand, from a controvertible but valuable article by REICHEL-DOLMA TOFF (1969) we know that theyage(Bonisteriopsis), an alkaloid introduced among the Tukano of the Vaupes river, has a brief narrative. Referring to this article, we are circumspect concerning the psicoanalitic interpretation of native texts.
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and fishes, with occasional unhealthy effects for the person who drinks the infusion, could
have been cooked. Besides this preventive attitude, du:ing some weeks after the drug administration, the following meals must not be eaten:
-

I.

-

"carachama" fish: somai
"carachama" fish: wasikfvi
"carachama" fish: wasisopa
'~bagre" fish: supfre
partridge: xonsoro
partridge: suaya
curassow: paron
dove: xuxupo
dove: kareri
banana
sugar canes

it can cause spots in the skin
it can cause spots in the skin
it can cause spots in the skin
the eater may turn black
it can cause fever
i! can cause fever
it can cause fever
it can cause fever
it can cause fever
stomach heaviness
stomach heaviness

As we can see, it seems to be that the xaydpa, on one part, liberates a specific inner power contained in certain meals, that in common life does not occur. On the other hand, the
prostration of the intoxicated individual gives the idea that his body has turned feeble and
deprived of the forces it possessed before the ingestion of xaydpa. The ends pursued in the
ingestion of this hallucinogenous drink are: the finding of some object that has been lost,
foreseeing the future, the healing of all the diseases and consequent renewing of the body.
Regarding the first, the Huachipaire frequently lose objects of value, particularly those of
iron, as machetes, axes and knives. These losses are dealt with several procedures, one of
which employs the xaydpa in spite of the fear it provokes. The possibility of foreseeing the
future limits itself to the fact of seeing what will occur or a signal or warning announcing
it. The case narrated to use by the Huachipaire Natashigembue in Keros on her husband's
experience is an example of the last. "When he drank the xaydpa Mbarixe saw a black
"puste", a ashik purax» that announced the arrival of wairi?",
The healing of all the-diseases is founded on the idea of the body renovation, with the
subsequent prolongation of the life, that is to say, its permanent reiteration. The possibility of the body renovation finds its reason in the Huaehipaire myth of the A tunto man (Califano 1979 a; 1979 b) and according to one of its episodes, the bat mere, in reason of the
incest committed with his sister, deceives the community saying that he is going to die. The
deceit consists of a simple travel that separates him for some time from the village, going
towards Xiliahudndei the world of Atunto, to come back dressed up in a new gown (hempu). The mouse mashfa announced that when he died instead of changing its body he
would prefer to be buried and his wanokfren (soul) would go to Seronhai, the nether
world. With this myth the Huachipaire explain the introduction of death, but the possibility remains of changing their corporal appearance as mere had done. To prove the force of
this last idea, we must remember that when the translator Senumpa inquired about the
parts of the human body that could be replaced, he even asked if the amfko (foreigners)
could change their whole bodyThat questioning had an esthetic motivation, because this
young Huachipaire was affected by the very common tropical cutaneous disease "carate"
(non veneral treponematosis), and the members of the Keros village made fun of him.
The Amaracaire justify the introduction of death in one of the episodes of the myth of
origin of the Wanamei (cosmic tree). According to this episode, at the moment the noctur.) Bird known locally as paucar.
') Wairiis the formal term employed for respectable persons; in this case, the term referred to us and the announce alluded to our immediate arrival.
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nal darkness dissipated, all the animals had to be silent, but the bird dshik purax transgressed the primordial prescription uttering the word etshixfta that means "to change".
The infraction brought death to humanity. With this we can observe. that the idea of corporal change also exists among the Amaracaire. This mythical foundation facilitated the
introduction, in the last years, of the ingestion of the xayapa drink in this isolated mashco
group.
V. Our experiences with the xayapa infusion.

Although our ethnographical investigations among the Huachipaire began in the year
1961 and several travels were done in the mid time, the theme of xayapa remained unknown
for us until 1967. The reluctance of the natives in not allowing us to know the subject was
due to several reasons that can be resumed in the following way:
-

the presence of the missionaires, who qualified negatively the practice, very active
during the epoch of the first contacts.
lack of confidence, since they did not know our reaction.
the fear they experimented in our drinking the xaydpa, since most natives, although
wishing to perform the practice, do not dare to do that.

Once these barriers were overcome and a current of friendship and mutual confidence
was established, we were accepted and introduced in the xaydpa ritual. It was possible for
us to ingest three times the hallucinogenous beverage, each of them characterized by a different attitude and a variable hallucinatory contents.
a)

The first experience

The new situation impeded us to take the necessary precautions to record in some way
what would occur. For that reason we limited to rely upon the Huachipaire friendship, giving ourselves up unconditionally to their cares. This ingestion was done immediately after
our arrival to Madre de Dios forests and remembering the pact established years before",
For this, Oxpuxe made us go to his house, located at considerable distance of the Huachipaire village, in a place preferably wild, where he habitually lived because of his unsociable
and strong character. His wife Dakemernpi and his daughter Sipix, of a former marriage,
lived with him. In the evening some meals were eaten and we waited till night to begin the
experience. The beverage was already prepared and cooled. Oxpiixe spread a blanket of
bark on the floor and made us lie down with open arms. Then he brought the liquid and induced us to sit down and drink without touching the vessel with the hands. We could only
approach our lips and drink it. We drank the whole of the dose offered, approximately
quarter a litre of a rather bitter and viscous liquid. Then Oxpuxe indicated us to lie down
and shut our eyes. The only thing we remember of this moment of the experience is the
moon climbing through the top of the palms and the trees of the forest; then we submerged
in a profond steep. In spite of the intoxicating effect of the dose, we were conscient that the
recorded visions answered to our voluntary choice of submitting to the effects of the xayar
pa.
Almost all the hallucinations refer to the social life we had lived some days ago. They
were about persons of our own family, friends, odours, objects and situations pertaining
to the world we had just left. They turned up with nostalgic stress.
b) The second experience

This time Natashigernbue's family went to a little hut secluded in the thick tropical foThe experiences we pass to relate belong to the first of the authors.
We are referring to the pact accorded with Oxpilxe after we helped him in the capture of his present wife, Dakernernpi, in the Colorado river. More details in CALIFANO (1979 b).
'j

'j
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rest. Natashigernbue, our translator's mother, and her husband Mbarixe prepared and administered the infusion. In this experience we took some precautions, i.e., we gave our
watch to Ndariornaponewa (our translator) in order to record the different stages the drink
would produce. But in the day following the night of the xayapa intoxication, we recorded
our remembrances magnetophonically.
At a quarter past eight p. m. we drank the infusion and fell in a profound sleep during
more or less an hour and a half. Then once we were awake, the performance began. We
felt some kind of heaviness, both in our speech and in our movements. The loss of the sense of time and space increased. Referring to the time two things happened: the confusion
between the day and the night and its sequence order, since they seemed to us to run very
quickly. Spatial confusion resulted in an overlapping of two places, i.e.: we thought we
were at the place where we had drunk the xaydpa and in the village of Keros at the same time. Things which were far away seemed to be nearby: a table and a rope which were in Keros came in sight in the room where the xaydpa was prepared. Slow and heavy movements
which were out of control were accompanied with euphoric brightness. The hallucinations
were of different levels:
1. Optical hallucinations: a "caniche" dog the hair of which was wet with rain water. The
"actual" objects had doubtful contours and seemed to vanish. The colours were altered: the grey looked a light blue, the red looked pink. It was impossible to recognize the
colour of our shirts and the sweater seemed to be a blanket. The men who were at the
seance appeared to us silent, but surprisingly bearded.
2. Hallucinations of the touch: We could feel the moistness in the dog's back. We took
out an analgesic and kept it in a pocket.
3. Acoustics hallucinations: We maintained long conversations both in native and other
languages'>, with those who were in silence and with others who happened to come like
wanokfren (soul)!',
4. Olfactory hallucinations: A strong urine odour invaded the place.
The experience lasted about twelve hours, and when was finishing it was very difficult
for us to speak. We felt strong repugnance from any meal and our mouths were dried up.
During the first hours of the day the state of intoxication remained, but attenuated. Not
even the morning bath in the river could put an end to the sequels of the experience. When
the Huachipaire who conducted it considered that the seance was over, they decided to take us back, closely supported, to the village of Keros. During the way through the forest,
the leaves of the trees, particularly the big and withered ones, turned into grotesque and
kind faces. We felt some sort of comfort and placidity. But, some days later we did not
want to go through the experience again.
c)

The third experience

Several months after our second experience, we went to the same hut for a third drink
of xaydpa. We could observe the actions of the Huachipaire because we had been there since midday: some of them catched the "carachama" fish they were going to eat in the afternoon, but its consumption was forbidden to us because of the particular circumstance
which was waiting for USI2• In the evening Natashigernbue began to prepare the infusion
'0) Mainly French, the language we had recently employed in conversations maintained with the Gamarra family
in the French viceconsulate, Cuzco, where we stayed.
,oJ Although he was not present, our former translator Senurnpa appeared in the hallucination. We remember distinctly that on seeing him, we tried to touch him and our hand went through his body. Then we told to those who were
present: "Senurnpa has come as a wanoklren":
12) This prohibition is consistent with a formerly quoted one, which proscribes the ingestion of this fish after
the experience. Obviously, the precaution was extended to the moments preceding the intoxication.
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taking off the bark and boiling it for two hours. At half past seven we handed over to Ndariomaponewa our lighter, pipe tobacco and watch and could not control the time any longer. Natashigembtie's husband placed us in the proper position and helped us to drink the
infusion in the aforementioned prescribed manner. Stretched on a stand outside, we shut
our eyes waiting for the sleep to come. Since this time the infusion had more concentration
because of the amount of bark employed and the duration of its boiling, we did not sleep
so much. After sleeping for half an hour the performance began. We got up and started
walking. Just then, we lost the sense of time and space, us if a threshold had been crossed.
The real objects began to disappear i.e., we could not remember the faces of Mbarixe and
his wife, and had forgotten where we had put our sweater, and that we had taken off our
stockings. This portion of reality vanished away; butcertain vision began to take distinct
shape and body. We were able to touch them and to pass our hands through them, and
they in turn could to touch us silently. They were the images of Senumpa and Ndariomaponewa, the Amaracaire with whom we had lived at the Colorado river!", a red puma, a
snake, a deer, a tapir, a white heron standing in the path which led to the river, the
amlko+, the Huachipaire and Machiguenga of the Catholic mission of Shintuya. One of
the Dominican rnissionaires'", an Amaracaire camp, one of the amlko was behind the house, and some Zapiteri's. Sometimes we got in behind Mbarixe's platform and then we climbed it or hide ourselves.
The married couple who assisted us decided to have a rest at daybreak though maintaining a discreet watch. In contrast, in the two previous occasions, the assistants maintained open vigil.
In the following night hours we recognized the platform which was designated to us
and as we retained the consciousness of the discontrol of our movements, we were able to
count three falls while we were unsuccessfully trying to find our stockings and the kerosene
lamp, the latter being in Keros, by the way. We did not perceive these knocks, nor the
wounds provoked in our hands while trying to pick up a thorny palm trunk lying in front
of the house.
At daybreak we were invaded by a persistent smell of European food and felt an unexisting cigarette slipping once and again from our hand. The spoken language was confused with that which was expressed in acoustic images and representations. All this formed
the same thing and we were not able to distinguish one of the other. The night passed very
quickly and at daybreak it was cool and pleasant. When Mbarixe took us to the river to have our morning bath we walked as we were drunk; helped by the Huachipaire. The sky was
a glassy, trembling, light blue vault. When they took us back to Keros at midday we felt
ourselves floating, the leaves turned into the same grotesque things as in our second experience and a sepia colour tinged everything in the forest. When this day arrived to its end
we felt well and we could sleep quietly.
") In the midtlme between the second and the third experiences we made our third trip to the Colorado river.
") This sequence of images have a very precise cultural meaning. which had impressed us deeply: the red puma
apane wambedn and the white heron wakeron represent among the Huachipaire the white foreigner; since they associate the colour of the European hair with the hair of that cat; and the white feathers of the heron with the skin of the
visitor (CALIFANO. 1973). Other elements. such as the serpent bixi, the deer bah], the tapir keme, the amiko (foreigners). are characters appearing in the principal Mashco myths. with which we were acquainted.
") The presence of Fray Antonio Martin and the Shintuya Mission in our visions is connected with our loosing
in this mission in our way back from the Colorado river.
'") Again. the sequence of images is linked to several facts which impressed us in different trips we made a-:TOSS
the Zapiteri region. when passing to the Amaracaire area in the Colorado river. In this case. the amiko was a mestizo
who washed for gold. He lived with the girl Dakemernpi, captured afterwards by Oxpuxe, and his threat of vengeance affected to all those who had an intervention in the event. the first author included.
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From our experiences we infer that the different states the xaytipa provokes are:
I. Profound sleep without oniric images, its duration (a half to two hours) depending on
the concentration of the infusion.
2. Nervous instability, euphoria, performance, succession of changing sensations (already
mentioned) of variable duration. They imply projection and feed-back of previous cultural experiences, that is, a visual and circumstantial memory.
3. Extended laxity which ends in sleep at the second night.
VI. General observations about the use of the xayapa
The first point to take into account is that the use of this hallucinogenous beverage is
independent from that of other stimulants, such as coca and tobacco. During the hallucination provoked by the xayapa the person does not need them. They do not put other vegetals into the infusion to make it more active. The aborigins know that the xayapa drunk
in an extremely concentrated way is no longer hallucinogenous but poisonous. So they insist that only those who know the drug can prepare the infusion. Therefore when they saw
that we were taking samples of the plant with us they peremptorily asked us not to prepare
the infusion by ourselves. The drug is regarded with fear, particularly among the novates,
for several reasons: it may kill a person in extreme cases, it provokes an excited and even
dangerous behaviour in some members of the group, and sometimes the vomit can't be
stopped!" Since the vomit prevents the drug from remaining in the stomach, the Huachipaire Mbarixe tried the administration of the xaydpa by means of a clyster anum. He had
observed this procedure as a medical prescription among mestizos. Mbarixe, who had had
the vomit himself although expert in xaydpa, thought that in this way he would obtain the
same results without having painful experiences. So in one of our trips he asked us to
buy for him an enema. Although he has it now, we do not believe that its use has generalized.
Undoubtedly, the xaydpa does not produce habitue, its addiction may be controlled
and it is subject to certain rules. Some of the steps of the Huachipaire ritual coincide with
those conditions considered the best for a good absorbtion of the drug: darkness, dehydration, since foods are prohibited from early in the morning (GALAN PONCE, 1969:349).
It can be stated that aboriginal practical knowledge, plus the mythical conception, unite to
conform an adequate hallucinatory situation. It is a requisite that several attendants must
accompany the intoxicated one in order to hear and to attest his monologue. His discourse
is rich indues about lost objects. The attendants must be heedful, lest the intoxicated, once
in his wits, may forget what he said. We now pass to analyze the nature of the phenomenon on one side, it is a personal experience, with individual purposes; on the other side, it
is a fact which transcends the individual and interests the whole community. The therapeutic purposes are among the individual ones; but at the same time it is linked to the Mashco
conception on the dualism of the soul (wanokiren) and of the body (waso). The primeval
myth of the wanamei provides a foundation for this mythical and existential circumstance.
It implies the desire of a periodical depuration of the body. which can be attained through
the long experience with the xaytipa. Xayapa therapeutics stand as an independent procedure among other treatments, and, like these (mainly curative songs), is not related to sha'": REICHEL·DOLMATOFF (1969:333), alluding 10 the risks of the drug, says: "The best, the indians state,
worred be to attain beautiful and pleasant visions to be enjoyed in peace and relaxed. In contrast, the intoxication
conducting to nausea, uncontrollable behaviour or terrific visions are considered dangerous. It is said that some persons turn aggressive and quarrel against their companions; others take out their adornments and even take off their
lo.ncloth, urinate and defecate in public, and behave 'like animals'. Obviously, the effect depends on many variables
very hard to control". The provoked and even pleasant vomit present during the Huachipaire and Zapiteri drinking
of the intoxicating masato, contrasts with the nausea and vomit which accompanies the xayapa doses.
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manism!". According to our information, the practice we are dealing with is independent
of the attributes of the chief.
The indians who have submitted to the intoxication are unable to relate their hallucinations or to draw a sketch of them. Of the several Mashco groups, only two of surviving
ones know the practice of the intoxication with xayapa. These are the related groups of the
Huachipaire and the Zapiteri living in the isolated andean riverheads and foothills. To the
west, they limit with the Machiguenga, and the contacts resulted in marriages in some instances. Natashigembiie's family is an example of this. The Amaracaire, located in the center of the mashco area and always suffering attacks from the Zapiteri, ignore the use of
both xayapa and-tobacco. In contrast with the archaic Amaracaire, the active Huachipaire
and Zapiteri have learned the use of the xayapa from their western neighbours not long
ago. Moreover, we know that the Machiguenga employ a hallucinogenous Solanaceae.
The incorporation of the xaydpa to the Huachipaire and Zapiteri culture has been rendered
possible by the dualistic conception of body and soul, as we have said, and the exigence of
depuration and renowing of the first, which issues as a consequence. Since it is perhaps a
recent innovation, the associated mythology is not very rich, and no links exist with the
principal theophanies of the mashco culture.

Zusammenfassung
In dem siidlichen Gebiete des peruanischen West-Arnazonien.wohnen die Huachipaire und
Zapiteri, die der Mashco Gruppe zugehorig und mit der Sprachfamilie der Arawak verbunden sind. Unter den Huachipaire hat man das Vorkommen eines Strauches, der halIuzinatorische Eigenschaften besitzt, entdeckt. Derselbe wird von Eingeborenen xayapa (Brugmancia insignis) genannt. Die Verfasser untersuchen die Pflanzen, die psychoarzneikundlichen und rnythischen Fragen die mit dem genannten Strauch in Verbindung
stehen. Da es sich urn ein eng begrenztes Kultur-Gebiet handelt - die Huachipaire und Zapiteri wohnen irn Gebiet der Andenauslaufer - wird vorgeschlagen, die xaydpa und ihre
Verwendung als neuere Innovation anzusehen.
Resumen
En la region meridional de la Amazonia Occidental del Peru residen los Huachipaire y Zapiteri pertenecientes al grupo Mashco y vinculados a la familia linguistica Arawak. Entre
los Huachipaire se ha detectado la presencia de un arbusto con propiedades alucinogenas
al cual denominan xaydpa (Brugman cia insignis). Los auto res analizan los aspectos botanicos, psicofarrnacologicos y miticos, se narran experiencias personales con la ingestion del
alucinogeno. Dado que se trata de un area de arrinconamiento cultural, al encontrarse los
Huachipaire y Zapiteri comprimidos contra los contrafuertes andinos, se propone como
hipotesis que la xayapa y su uso es de reciente incorporacion.

") The shaman or topakeri has disappeared long time ago from the Huachipaire culture; but the reminiscense
of the shamanic initiation and of the different steps conducting to that status is still present; so that it is possible to
segregate the practice of the xaytipa from shamanism.
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